The latest in evolving
workplace storage needs —
Creating personal experiences with food-delivery and drycleaning perks in your workplace.

Smart lockers, not just for parcel delivery. Smart
lockers also enable a streamlined experience for
delivery of food orders, dry-cleaning and much more.
With an automated delivery process, delivery drivers
deposit the item(s) into the locker and the recipients
receive a text or email notification. The employee
can pick their delivery up at their convenience.
Smart lockers can range from your typical lockers to
refrigerated lockers and even lockers for frozen items.
Staff no longer needs to keep track of your
employees’ deliveries throughout the day and your
employees are excited to leverage this perk.

Make better use of everyone’s time
Eliminate the need for staff spending time
contacting the recipient of their delivery and
keeping order of all the deliveries.

Convenience
The entire delivery process is automated — the
system sends a notification via text or email to the
recipient and tracks the package from delivery
to pick up. Allowing the recipient to pick up their
delivery when it’s convenient for them.

Delight your employees
Whether your company culture is one of well-being
and happiness or perks — creating experiences of
hyper-personalization that delight your employees
can go a long ways for employee retention.

PERSONAL STORAGE DESIGNED FOR THE INTELLIGENT WORKPLACE

When you start to think about storage in new and different ways, it becomes
more than a simple locker — it’s a way to enable a sense of ownership,
communication, and function.

Design & Function
A variety of sizes and configurations are available, from standard
lockers to refrigerator or chill lockers and even lockers for frozen
items. It’s the software integration that makes these lockers smart. The
system will automatically notify the recipient via text or email that their
delivery is ready to be picked up, when it’s convenient for them. And if
the recipient accidentally doesn’t grab everything from the locker, the
systems knows and will notifiy the recipient.

Expertise in evolving
spaces and storage
needs

Support, installation,
project management
you can trust

Custom designs
based on your needs

Whether it’s an office, a space for
learning, or a residential building,
we’ll bring our knowledge of
current and future storage trends
to the table.

Bringing the projects to life. With
over 50 years of solving these
challenges, we’ve mastered the
dance and can flex and adjust
when needed — making sure
every project is successful.

We treat every project as a unique
one. The knowledge and experience
we’ve gained combined with your
needs to create a tailored solution to
fit your present — and future.
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